


Our unique problem with low-income energy use  

Low-income customers differentially 
take advantage of utility incentive 
programs, and sometimes have to take 
subsidies to stay current on their bills 
and avoid shutoffs. These compound, 
making the problem worse. 
 
There is a better way: customers that 
are more aware of their energy costs 
and given contextual messaging to 
make changes reduce their usage by 
15% to 25% and reducing arrears. 
 
This awareness can lead to purchasing 
behavior changes that improve 
efficiency, permanently reducing bills 
for customers that are least able to pay 
them. 
 
Better use of program funds leads to 
reduced costs for all ratepayers and 
fewer expenses for utilities. 

Furnace and boiler installations and their incentives (red dots) in the Peoples Gas Natural Gas Energy Efficiency Program were not 
implemented by low-income customers in the tan census tracts in 2011. This was found to be due to both education and economic 
realities. 



DeltaLumin helps people make better decisions about their energy use enabled by advances 
in smart grid technology. 
 
DeltaLumin is a software-driven product focused on low-moderate income utility customers. 
It utilizes data made available by the smart grid to serve personal information about current 
and past spending to change customer behavior, working with what motivates them to keep 
up to date with their bills, use energy more wisely, make energy-smart purchasing decisions, 
and reward them for action. 











How might we... 
• Illuminate  ene rgy use  and engage  people  by 

putting it into their context. 
• Provide  flexibility and connect payment to 

ene rgy awareness. 
• Identify problem areas and he lp people  se t 

goals to fix them. 
• Enable  people  to give  back to communitie s 

and people  they care  about. 















Low-Income Customer Experience Map 



http://deltainstitute.github.io/lumin-story/ 



http://deltainstitute.github.io/lumin-story/ 



http://deltainstitute.github.io/lumin-story/ 



Contact 

● Kevin Dick, kdick@delta-institute.org 
● deltalumin.com 

mailto:kdick@delta-institute.org
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